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1. Leave Dorridge station and turn right along Dorridge Road for about 140m. Take short 

footpath on right to Weston Close and almost immediately on your right take footpath 

and bridge over the railway. You are now in Alcott Close; proceed straight ahead 

towards Dorridge Park and follow path straight ahead; upon reaching a double line of 

trees with track between, cross over and follow line of trees to reach a footbridge over 

a stream. Proceed ahead towards Windmill Lane, go straight across and follow path 

initially past derelict buildings on your right, down a field boundary on your left to a 

kissing gate (muddy) and then through a copse of trees. After about 300m the path 

reaches a footbridge on your right, cross this and stile No. 1 immediately after to enter 

a field following waymarker bearing half left diagonally across this field to stile No. 2. 

2. After crossing stile turn right along farm track towards Grange Road. Cross the road 

and turn left and after a short distance on your right there is a gap with a stile close to 

an oak tree, go through and half left following well defined path to pick-up right-hand 

field boundary. Follow this footpath (ignoring path off to your right) that meanders 

slightly through some scrubby trees on a bearing of ± 220° over plank footbridge and 

kissing gate. Upon reaching new development on the grounds of Aylesbury House 

Hotel, go through kissing gate and turn left along newly made path, upon reaching 

(private) access road to estate turn left and when reaching Aylesbury Road turn left 

very briefly and cross the road and enter field by gate. 

3. Follow left hand field boundary along farm track and upon reaching open gateway 

continue along left-hand field boundary down slight dip (at time of survey there was 

a fallen tree across the footpath and it was necessary to deviate into the 

field) and through another open field gateway (pic left). 

Turn right along right-hand field boundary and then 

maintaining the same heading cross the open field until 

a hedge is reached (pic right) and turn left. Cross 

footbridge and through kissing gate and turn right and eventually 

through a small wood until a footpath T-junction is reached and 

turn left. Follow this footpath along left-hand field boundary and at footpath T-

junction either take the footpath that strikes out across the field (very muddy when 

surveyed) or continue along same heading and out through a kissing gate onto 

Glasshouse Lane and turn right. Upon reaching the Old Warwick Road turn left for 

about 90m and take footpath on left with wide farm gate and the 3rd stile to its left. 

4. Follow this footpath along the left-hand field boundary towards an open gateway then 

take the right-hand field boundary to the 4th stile. Continue a short distance 

and where there is a short post ahead by open field entrance on left, go 

through and turn right onto driveway (pic right). Upon reaching Grove Lane 

go straight across to kissing gate opposite. Follow heading across field with 

marker posts and admire Packwood House on your left across the pool. Go 

through kissing gate and turn half left aiming to the left of a half-dead tree 

and a kissing gate in the hedge. It is often muddy here. Continue along left-hand edge 

of Pratt’s Pit Wood and beyond a wooden featherboard fence on your right and exit 

at the junction of Rising Road and Packwood Lane and turn left along Packwood Lane 

for 600m until Packwood House is reached on your left. This is a good place for a 
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refreshment break (not open due to Covid-19 virus at time of survey). Take the 

footpath on the right almost directly opposite the main entrance to the House, go 

through metal gate and along path to 2nd gate ahead at the corner. (At the time of the 

survey the gate had been padlocked for no obvious reason so we climbed the metal 

fence!). 

5. Proceed along the avenue of mature trees following defined path to another gate. 

Continue on same heading along wide track for about 650m to reach Chessetts Wood 

Road and turn right briefly and take the farm track left leading to Uplands Farm with 

Wisemans sign attached to tree. Upon reaching the farmyard turn 

right keeping farm building to your left (pic right) to reach a kissing 

gate and path leading to private access drive. Continue straight 

ahead after crossing road to narrow gap ahead between conifer 

on your right and two bare trees on your left. Cross stile No. 5 and 

follow left-hand field boundary to gate in corner of field and exit onto access road 

then look for footpath sign on opposite side of road in amongst foliage. Follow this 

path and exit onto another driveway and turn right and upon reaching Rising Road 

turn left over railway bridge. 

6. Shortly after crossing Station Road (to your right) look for footpath (pic left) on your 

left (the house opposite sells locally produced honey - £5.50 per jar). Go 

through gap and past Priory Farm on your right maintaining heading to 

corner of field and stile No. 6, follow right-hand field boundary to stile 

No. 7, shortly followed No. 8 and then No. 9. Stay on heading to stiles No. 

10 then 11 and across field to wooden gate to the right of farm gate and 

follow left-hand field boundary and thru gate onto Valley Lane and 

follow this until you reach Chapel Lane. Turn briefly left then immediately beyond the 

chapel (now a house) take the track alongside Chessetts Wood 

(on your left) until you reach a large abandoned house also on 

your left. Turn sharp right along slightly overgrown and narrow 

footpath thru 3 successive kissing gates then diagonally across 

field to corner (pic right). Thru 2 more closely spaced kissing 

gates with wooden plank between until you reach 

Bakers Lane and turn left for approx. 125m and look for footpath (pic left) on 

right across wooden plank to gate (easily missed – the surveyor did!). 

7. Initially follow right-hand boundary then across 

middle of field following the same heading until a farm 

gate with pedestrian gate to the right that was broken at time of 

survey. Follow same heading to stile No. 12 then across field to 

corner ahead (pic right) and cross bridge to marshy 

ground to farm gate. Continue ahead between fences to 

gap in hedge and follow path to hedge row and towards farm buildings thru 

gate on right-hand edge of 1st building and half right to trees then follow path 

towards buildings but turn right (pic left) to follow waymarker, cross drive to 

wooden gate and continue on this heading to kissing gate. Continue along path until 

a T junction with another path and turn left. 
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8. Cross stile No.13, and turn left onto Norton Green Lane and walk along road around 

right-hand bend for about 200m and look for finger post right. Go through kissing gate 

and follow defined path across field and at corner ahead go thru kissing gate and along 

right-hand field boundary to the last kissing gate. Follow path between the boundaries 

of two adjacent houses and exit onto Grove Road. Turn left and follow until a 

roundabout is reached, turn left into Avenue Road and follow until Dorridge station is 

reached. 

15 km (9.2 miles) 13 stiles 

Iain Wells. Surveyed 4th May 2020 
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